
Mirage Kidsta™ Nasal Mask

ResMed is the world leader in mask technology 

for SDB and we are bringing that expertise to a

mask designed for children seven years and older.

The Mirage Kidsta™ Nasal Mask is based on the

revolutionary range of adult Mirage™ designs.

It combines a number of proven, practical and

popular benefits with some child-friendly

modifications. This ResMed mask is designed

specifically for children who need continuous

positive airway pressure (CPAP) or bilevel therapy.

ResMed’s Kidsta Nasal Mask—with the proven 

and trusted Mirage dual-wall cushion technology—

is a premium mask that combines comfort and

performance in an unobtrusive design.
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connects tubing to mask frame. Provides greater

ease for most children to click-on and click-off
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enables customized fit for optimal comfort 
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holds headgear in correct position for optimal seal

EEaassyy lloocckkiinngg mmeecchhaanniissmm

provides easier handling and enables headgear

clip to easily lock into mask frame
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provides set and forget convenience

The reassuring mask of choice for sleep-disordered breathing (SDB) in childhood
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ResMed is renowned for its

pioneering technologies and

commitment to producing 

world-class products.

The Mirage Kidsta Nasal Mask was

designed and manufactured based

on anthropometric (facial and 

head) measurements on a range 

of children.

Data was assimilated and combined

with ResMed's unique Mirage dual-

wall cushion technology to help

develop a mask cushion and

headgear specifically designed for 

a child.
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Open design provides child with a clear field
of vision and encourages acclimatization.

Child-friendly design allows smaller hands
to grasp parts easily.

Benefits

• Dual-wall cushion reduces pressure

on small noses and optimizes seal 

and comfort.

• Easy click-on, click-off parts are

ideal for children's hands to grasp.

• Unique instruction booklet,

specifically designed to support

parent and child.

• Angle selector and stabilizing panels

provide customized fit, enhanced

stability, seal and comfort.

• Unobtrusive, streamlined design

allows eye contact and clear vision.

The open design also reduces

feelings of anxiety and

claustrophobia.

• Convenient set and forget headgear

minimizes the need for continuous

adjustment and allows greater

control for smaller hands.

• Child can wear mask without

elbow attached to tubing to

facilitate acclimatization to therapy.

The Mirage Kidsta Nasal Mask comes with a

child’s instruction booklet introduced by the

mask mascot Oko. The guide includes a diary

to help chart progress and is valuable when it

comes to acclimatization and compliance.

Technology highlight—leaders in mask technology


